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S1. Scattering of light by periodic metasurfaces: effective polarizability
and lattice Green function.
Here, we briefly review the formalism behind optical response of periodic metasurfaces. We
consider only primitive lattices (one scatterer per unit cell), and we limit our model to electric
point-dipole response.
Scattering of light by an ensemble of electric point-dipole scatterers occurs by radiation from
dipole moments pi induced at each nanoparticle i by the sum of the incident field Einc,i and all
fields scattered by other nanoparticles j


X
pi (ω, k|| ) = αdyn (ω) Einc,i (ω, k|| ) +
G0 (ω, ri − rj )pj (ω, k|| ) ,
(S1)
j6=i

where αdyn (ω) is the single-particle dynamic polarizability, and G0 is the dyadic point-dipole
Green function
0
 eik|r−r |
(S2)
G0 (ω, r − r0 ) = I3 k 2 + ∇ ⊗ ∇
.
|r − r0 |
Solving Eq. (S1) for periodic lattices using Bloch theorem yields
p(ω, k|| ) = αeff (ω, k|| )Einc (ω, k|| ),

(S3)

expressing the induced dipole moments using an effective polarizability [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
−1
α−1
eff (ω, k|| ) = αdyn (ω) − Glatt (ω, k|| ),

determined by the lattice Green function
X
Glatt (ω, k|| ) =
G0 (ω, r − Rm,n )eik|| ·Rm,n ,

(S4)

(S5)

m,n6=0

where Rm,n = ma1 + na2 are the lattice vectors, and r is chosen at the lattice origin R0,0 . Poor
convergence of this sum is a known issue, which can be resolved following the method of Ewald
[7] and Jordan et al. [8], decomposing the sum into exponentially converging reciprocal-space and
real-space summations
X eikρm,n
m,n

ρm,n

eik·Rm,n =

X
π X ik(x̃,ỹ)T ·r|| (1)
e
fm̃,ñ (z) +
eik|| ·Rm,n f (2) (ρm,n ),
S
m,n

(S6)

m̃,ñ

(1)

where ρm,n = |Rm,n − r|, r = (r|| , z)T , and fm̃,ñ (z) and f (2) (ρm,n ) are
F (kz̃, |z|) + F (kz̃, −|z|)
,
kz̃
0
0
F (ik, ρm,n ) + F (−ik, ρm,n )
f (2) (ρm,n ) =
,
2ρm,n
(1)

fm̃,ñ (z) =

with

(S7)




p
p
+ qη ,
F 0 (p, q) = epq erfc
+ qη .
(S8)
2η
2η
√
The parameter η in Eq. (S8) is set to π/a for optimal convergence (where a is the lattice
period), and the summation in Eq. (S6) runs up to |m, n| 6 5. Omission of m, n = 0 in Eq.
F (p, q) = eipq erfc
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(S6) is achieved by first performing the full summation and then subtracting the dyadic Green
tensor G0 calculated directly from Eq. (S2), setting r = roff and r0 = R0,0 . As G0 is singular at
roff = R0,0 , we take the average of G0 ’s evaluated at two symmetric offsets. The coordinates x̃,
ỹ, and z̃ are the components of a normalized wave vector ξ corresponding to a diffraction order
m̃, ñ, which – if nonevanescent – can be expressed as a scattering angle θ, φ


 
!
sin θ cos φ
x̃
|k|| +Km̃,ñ |6k
k|| + Km̃,ñ
 sin θ sin φ  .
(S9)
ξ = ỹ  = k −1 p
=
k 2 − |k|| + Km̃,ñ |2
cos θ
z̃
Dyadic forms of the summation terms in Eq. (S6) can be derived as
T

T

(1)

(I3 k 2 + ∇ ⊗ ∇)eik(x̃,ỹ) ·r|| fm̃,ñ (z) = eik(x̃,ỹ) ·r|| ×



" 1 − x̃2 −x̃ỹ 0
0 0 ix̃
0
d
+ 0
×  −x̃ỹ 1 − ỹ 2 0 k 2 +  0 0 iỹ  k
dz
0
0
1
ix̃ iỹ 0
0
(I3 k 2 + ∇ ⊗ ∇)f (2) (ρm,n (r)) =
 2
" 

x
d
1
+ xy
I3 k 2 +
r dr
xz

xy
y2
yz

0
0
0


#
0
2
d
(1)
0 2 fm̃,ñ (z),
dz
1


#
xz
1 d 1 d

yz
f (2) (ρm,n (r)).
r dr r dr
2
z

(S10)

(S11)

Once αeff (ω, k|| ) is obtained using Eq. (S4), the scattered far field can be calculated using p(ω, k|| )
from Eq. (S3)
Escat (θ, φ) = ±

 1
2πi  2
2 −2
k − k|| + Km̃,ñ
M(θ, φ) p(ω, k|| )
|a1 × a2 |

(S12)

where ”±” is either ”+” or ”−” depending on whether the light is scattered into forward or
backward direction, and the matrix M(θ, φ) is [3, 5]
M(θ, φ) = I3 − ξ ⊗ ξ
Finally, the transmissivity and the reflectivity are evaluated by:
o
n
Re [E∗scat (θ, φ) + E∗inc (θ, φ)] × [Hscat (θ, φ) + Hinc (θ, φ)] · ẑ
h
i
T (θ, φ) = −
Re E∗inc (θ, φ) × Hinc (θ, φ) · ẑ
h
i
Re E∗scat (π − θ, φ) × Hscat (π − θ, φ) · ẑ
h
i
R(θ, φ) =
Re E∗inc (θ, φ) × Hinc (θ, φ) · ẑ
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(S13)

(S14)

S2. Exploring the anomalies in different k-space regions.
In the main article, we have shown pairs of scattering anomalies revealed as singular points in the
kx -ω cross-cuts near one of the Rayleigh anomalies (Fig. 4). However, the reported singularities
are in fact continuous lines, following the edges of all Rayleigh anomalies. Figure S1 shows the
k-space extent (Fourier image) of these edges at a fixed frequency ω = 2.25 eV. At this frequency,
only (±1, 0) and (0, ±1) diffraction orders are visible, while the higher orders such as (±1, ±1)
remain hidden beyond the light cone. Due to four-fold rotational symmetry, the singularities are
expected to emerge in the (−kx )-ω and (±ky )-ω cross-cuts with the exact same shape as in Fig. 4.
The only difference would be that in the cross-cuts along (±ky ) the singularities observed under
the s-polarized illumination would be associated with the divergence of the first eigenvalue of αeff
(Cartesian x component) instead of the second eigenvalue (y).
In different k-space regions, the singularities may either persist or vanish, depending on the
strength of radiative damping in these regions, as well as on the symmetry of the incident fields
and the metasurface eigenmodes. In the first scenario, two singularities may annihilate each
another, if the material gain becomes too weak to compensate the radiation loss. In the second
scenario, the singularities may disappear as a consequence of symmetry-enforced decoupling from
the far-field radiation.
Figure S2 shows an example of singularities in the k-space region marked in Fig. S1 by white
circles. Contrary to Fig. 4, Fig. S2 shows a k|| -ω cross-cut in which k|| trajectory is oriented
along −30◦ , parallel to the radius of the (1,0)-Rayleigh anomaly cone centered at the (1,0)-node
of the reciprocal lattice. The singularities in Fig. S2 are similar to those presented in Fig. 4,
although small differences associated with different radiative losses in this momentum range are
visible. Furthermore, under p-polarized illumination, the incident and outgoing light couples to
both in-plane- and out-of-plane oriented dipoles, revealing the singularities associated not only
with the third eigenvalue of αeff , but also those associated with the second eigenvalue (Cartesian
y component), which are the only singularities visible under s-polarized illumination.
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Figure S1: Momentum-space distribution at a fixed frequency (~ω = 2.25 eV) of the zero-order
transmission and reflection of a gain medium metasurface: a square lattice (pitch a = 250 nm,
background index nd = 1.5) of spherical nanoparticles with gain (with refractive index ng = 1.55,
gain bandwidth ~γg = 0.025 eV, and peak gain coefficient gmax = 300 cm−1 at ~ωg = 2.25 eV):
(a,b) transmissivity T , (c,d) reflectivity R, for (a,c) s-polarized (TE), and (b,d) p-polarized (TM)
incident light.
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Figure S2: Frequency-momentum map of the transmission, reflection, effective eigenpolarizabilities and scattering phases of the gain medium metasurface (all plots are exactly analogous to Fig.
4), in the k-space region marked by white circles in Fig. S1. The values on the momentum axis
are converted according to the formula given in the label on the horizontal axis, in which k|| =
q
kx2 + ky2 and ky = k sin 30◦ . This formula allows to compensate the tilt of the (1,0)-Rayleigh
anomaly, which now appears vertical (green dashed line).
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S3. Transfer matrix method for dielectric multilayer systems.
Consider a stack of N layers with relative permittivities ε1 , ε2 , . . . εj , . . . εN and thicknesses d1 ,
d2 , . . . , dj . . . dN , surrounded by two passive dielectric media of relative permittivity εin on the
input side and εout on the output side. The transfer matrix BN of this system is obtained by a
recursive formula
Bj+1 = Aj Bj
(S15)
initialized by B0 ≡ I2 and with subsequent factors


cos δj
iγj−1 sin δj
Aj =
,
iγj sin δj
cos δj

(S16)

where
δj = dj kz,j , γs,j = kz,j /k0 (s polarization), γp,j = εj k0 /kz,j (p polarization), and kz,j =
q
2
εj k0 − k||2 . The final expression for the reflection coefficient is
r=
where:

γin b11 + γin γout b12 − b21 − γout b22
,
γin b11 + γin γout b12 + b21 + γout b22


b11
b21

b12
b22



≡ B−1
N .

(S17)

(S18)

The results in Section 2.4 in the main article are obtained by assuming that the gain medium
layer has relative permittivity εl calculated using Eq. (6) with parameters specified in Section 2.1.
We evaluate the effective mode index neff of this layer (Fig. 6) by finding poles of the reflection
coefficient r(k|| ) = r(k0 neff ) in the complex plane, setting N = 1, d1 = h, and εin = εout = (1.5)2 .
To obtain the results presented in Fig. 7 and 8, we assume N = 2, with εin = (1.75)2 , ε1 = εout
= (1.5)2 , ε2 = εl , d1 = 2 µm and d2 = h = 80 nm.
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S4. Eigenfrequency analysis in COMSOL Multiphysics.
To find complex eigenfrequencies of our metasurface, we used commercial finite-element software
COMSOL Multiphysics v5.2. We performed full-wave eigenfrequency analysis in RF Module,
frequency domain, with model geometry shown in Fig. S3(a). Briefly, the geometry of our model
consists of a spherical nanoparticle of radius 80 nm, refractive index 1.55 (at zero gain) and with
optical gain dependent on the real frequency as in Section 2.1 of the main article. This particle is
placed in the center of a cuboid of square base with edge length 250 nm (lattice pitch). The sides
of this cuboid are set to be periodic boundaries with Floquet momentum ky = kz = 0 and variable
kx . The height of the cuboid is 20λ/nd , where nd = 1.5 is the refractive index surrounding the
nanoparticle, and λ is the free-space wavelength obtained from the real frequency (based on the
dispersion of the (1,0)-Rayleigh anomaly versus kx ). In addition, two perfectly matched layers
(PMLs) – each of thickness 10λ/nd – are added on the top and on the bottom (blue blocks in
Fig. S3), to simulate the losses due to radiation towards infinity. The outermost boundaries are
set as scattering boundary condition with zero field. The simulation space of total size of 250 nm
× 250 nm × 40λ/nd is discretized into mesh elements of maximum size λ/nd /10, becoming even
finer at the curved surface of the particle, which is shown in Fig. S3(b).
The above model is solved at variable kx , yielding complex eigenfrequencies of two eigenmodes
(TE and TM), which are summarized in Fig. 10 in the main article. To prove that these modes are
indeed guided modes of the metasurface and not simulation artifacts, we show spatial distribution
and orientation of their electric eigenfields in Fig. S3(c) and (d). Clearly, both TE and TM
eigenmodes exhibit the expected electric field profile, with maximum at the nanoparticle and
slow decay towards PML. All other modes found by the eigenfrequency solver have their maxima
inside PML, which makes them extremely lossy – such modes are excluded as artifacts.
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Figure S3: Numerical eigenfrequency analysis of periodic metasurface of gain medium nanoparticles in COMSOL (a) Geometry of the model. (b) Visualization of the mesh around the gain
medium nanoparticle. (c-d) Distribution of the electric field norm across the entire geometry (on
the left) and orientation of the electric field vectors at the nanoparticle (on the right) for the (c)
TE eigenmode and (d) TM eigenmode.
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